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CCH Introduces New Global Tax Weekly
New research product to provide insightful analysis and coverage of latest tax
developments

Nov. 07, 2012

On the third day of its annual user conference in San Diego, CCH has introduced the
new periodical and e-journal, Global Tax Weekly – A Closer Look for up-to-date,
insightful analysis of critical international tax developments impacting tax and
�nance executives and professionals around the world. Global Tax Weekly provides
premier coverage and in-depth analysis from tax experts in more than 100 countries,
and is delivered on CCH IntelliConnect and via Apple iPhone, iPad  and Android
mobile devices. CCH, a Wolters Kluwer business is a leading global provider of tax,
accounting and audit information, software and services (CCHGroup.com).

“The global tax landscape is constantly shifting and tax executives and practitioners
need to know what’s happening in different corners of the world that may impact
their businesses or their clients,” said Michael Bell, Editor in Chief. “Global Tax
Weekly – A Closer Look is an in-depth, current and insightful one-stop source for
expert guidance on worldwide tax and �nancial developments – providing readers a
competitive edge.”

Global Tax Weekly includes a broad array of analytical articles covering key tax topics
and most industries. The publication is the �rst collaboration of CCH and BSI since
Wolters Kluwer’s acquisition of BSI, a leading provider of timely international tax,
business, legal and investment information. Bell is also the founder of BSI and brings
decades of practical and unique international tax planning and compliance
experience to each issue.

Each week, Global Tax Weekly organizes the latest global tax stories under headings
covering a wide variety of industry sectors, such as �nancial institutions,
automotive, aerospace, construction, energy, manufacturing and more. Also included
are many feature articles with in-depth coverage of current developments written by
leading international tax and legal experts. Weekly roundups of tax treaty
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developments, important new judgments and a calendar of upcoming tax
conferences also keep readers abreast of the latest tax-related happenings.
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